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T H E E A R L I E S T F R E N C H T U T O R 
F O R SLIDE T R U M P E T 

Friedrich Anzenberger T he Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris has a very small but interesting "tutor" for 
slide trumpet, entitled Tablature dresseepour la trompette a coulissemecanique— 
the earliest French tutor for this instrument. It consists of a single sheet, which 

is reproduced in Figure 1. The slide trumpet played an important role in the development 
of the brass family of instruments. During the 19th century it was particularly popular 
in England, where its use can be documented through the '80's, primarily on the 
authority of Thomas Harper father (1756-1853) and son (1816-1898).1 The instrument 
was invented by John Hyde, principal trumpet at the Opera and at the King's Concerts 
of Ancient Music in London, and built by an instrument maker named Woodham. The 
instrument had its slide in the upper bend (which faces the player) and featured a resetting 
mechanism. Hyde used the slide to correct the intonation of the natural tones and to lower 
the naturals by a semitone,2 while Thomas Harper, Sr. lowered the open tones by a whole 
step as well.3 

The slide trumpet enjoyed less success in France, though it is frequently mentioned 
in connection with Francois Georges Auguste Dauverne (1800-1874),4 who proclaimed 
an essential improvement of this system around 1840.5 Dauverne's slide operated like 
that of a trombone, and his instrument had no resetting mechanism, though it did have 
a locking mechanism. It offered an alternative to the shorter crooks when natural tones 
only were required.6 This slide trumpet was capable lowering each natural tone by three 
semitones.7 

Documentation is sparse, but the slide trumpet must have existed in France prior to 
the introduction of Dauverne's system.8 It is probable that Dauverne knew not only 
Hyde's instrument, mentioned above, but also earlier French models of the slide 
trumpet.9 In 1833 the Revue Musicale reported that the leading French trumpeter David 
Buhl (1781-1860)—Dauverne's uncle—had invented a slide trumpet, which was 
derived from a still earlier model.10 The earlier instrument, according to the Revue, had 
several disadvantages, among them a slide that was too long and a resetting mechanism 
consisting of a catgut string conducted over a reel. The system was widely criticized and 
therefore soon fell into oblivion. Buhl had overcome these disadvantages, according to 
the report, though further details are lacking. Instead, this short article contains a test 
report from \helnstitut de France, dated May 8,1833, which indicates that only the slide 
trumpet from Buhl—and not the instruments with keys or with valves—has the true 
sound of the trumpet.11 According to Lyndesay G. Langwill, instruments of this type 
were produced by Courtois, and later by Adolphe Sax.12 

H. Lavoix writes in his Histoire de 1'instrumentation that Buhl played this slide 
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Figure 1 
Legram, Tabulature Dresse pour la Trompette a coulisse 

mecanique ...Paris, [1821?] 
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trumpet in public but without great success.13 He further states that Buhl's slide trumpet 
derived from an earlier model: "In 1823 Legrain,14 director of the band of the 7th infantry 
regiment of the Royal Guards, adopted Haltenhoff's15 system of returning slides for the 
manufacture of diatonic trumpets."16 According to Lavoix it was to this instrument that 
Dauverne applied his improvements, and not that of Hyde, as Dauverne reports in his 
tutor.17 Lavoix refers to Dauverne's tutor, with its section on the slide trumpet, but he 
further cites a Tablature dresseepour la trompette a coulisse mecanique by "Legrain."18 
Though hitherto unknown among trumpet scholars, it is the earliest French tutor for slide 
trumpet and moreover the oldest tutor for this instrument outside England.19 

Legram was a musician of the 7th infantry regiment of the Guards,20 according to 
Lichtenthal21; and a conductor, according to Lavoix.22 Together with the brass-
instrument maker Francois Riedloker23 he developed the first French slide trumpet, an 
accomplishment documented in Legram 'sTablature (Figure 1 shows Riedloker's name 
in the two bottom lines) and in Chaldni's article in the Leipzig AMZ. The latter also 
mentions Riedloker as maker of this slide trumpet, and offers a description of the 
instrument; both sources contain identical illustrations. 

Legram...ordered the manufacture of trumpets that can produce all 
semitones of the scale from the lowest g of the violin to the c [i.e., c" ' ] with 
the aid of a slide with a spring, which can be moved with the thumb of the 
right hand.24 The slide is pulled out 2", 4 ", or 6 1/2" (and in this manner 
the longitudinal vibrating air column inside the trumpet is extended) and 
the whole tone system of the trumpet with closed slide is lowered by a 
semitone, one whole-tone or a minor third.25 

Lavoix apparently knew neither the Tablature nor Legram's instrument in detail, for he 
writes that only Dauverne's slide system permitted the lowering of open tones by three 
semitones, while Legram's and also Buhl's improved version lacked these advantages: 
"These slides produce only a whole tone and a semitone; our excellent trumpeter 
Dauverne has given them three semitones through the invention of one additional slide 
position."26 

The date of publication for the Tablature can be placed with relative certainly in the 
year 1821. Legram applied for a patent for his slide trumpet in that year,27 and Chladni's 
article regarding "recent inventions and improvements" ("neueren Erfindungen und 
Verbesserungen musikalischer Instrumente")28 was also published in 1821. Mention of 
the Tablature in the Bibliographie musicale29 from 1822 lends support to this date. 

The Tablature consists of a single sheet (Figure 1), which illustrates the Legram's 
instrument and shows the slide positions for each tone. The numeral " 1 " indicates natural 
notes with slide closed. The numeral "2" indicates tones which can be obtained when 
the slide is drawn out 2 inches, while " 3 " shows each natural tone lowered by a whole 
tone, with the slide drawn out 4 inches. The fourth slide position (figure 4) lowers the 
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natural tones by a minor third by drawing out the slide 61/2 inches. The two descriptions 
of the instrument—one from the Tablature, the other from Chladni—are not appreciably 
different. The extensive range, to c " \s significant; comparable tutors of this time in 
France describe notes at least above g " aspeupracticables (scarcely usable).30 Gobert31 
and Cam32 simply avoid these notes in their practical material. 

The slide trumpet is admittedly of relatively little importance in France, and the 
"tutor" for slide trumpet discussed herein consists of no more than a single page. 
Nevertheless, this brief document is noteworthy, for it proves the existence of French 
slide trumpets prior to Dauverne's improvements. 
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1. See Cynthia Adams Hoover, "The Slide Trumpet of the Nineteenth Century, Brass Quarterly 
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10. Revue musicale, May 18,1833, pp. 123 ff. 
11. Buhl wrote a tutor {Methode de Trompette, Paris: Janet et Coselle, 1825) for the natural and 
the stopped trumpet, but it does not include the slide trumpet. 
12. Lyndesay G. Langwill, An Index ofMusicalWind-instrument Makers (Edinburgh: the author, 
1980), p. 21. 

13. H. Lavoix, Histoire de Vinstrumentation (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1978), p. 140. 
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"Legeran—not Legram" {Handbuch der Musikinstrumente [Leipzig, 1920], p. 288). What is 
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musikalischer Instrumente," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung [Leipzig] no. 23 (June 6, 1821), 
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Mahillon adopts the same spelling in La Trompette, son histoire, sa theorie, sa construction 
(Brussels, 1907), pp. 32 ff. 

15. JohannGottfiedHaltenhoff, Hanau/Main. Cf. Francois Jose.phF6tis,Bibliographie universelle 
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26. Lavoix, Histoire, p. 140. "Ces coulisses ne donnaient que le ton et le demi-ton; notre excellent 
trompettiste Dauverne, en inventant une position de plus leur fit dormer une ton et-demi." 

27. Anthony Baines, Brass Instruments, p. 184. 

28. Chladni, "Nachrichten." 

29. See note 20. 

30. Buhl, Methode, p. 6. 

31. A. Gobert, Methode de Trompette... , Paris: Halary, [1823]. 

32. Cam, Methode de Trompete...Paris: Arnaud, [c. 1825]. 
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